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Objectives 

Have greater comfort in exploring  personal  

End of Life decisions

Begin to formulate a document for  

communicating  personal End of Life wishes

Have an increased comfort in discussing End of 

Life wishes with loved ones. 



“Don’t know how”

“Don’t know where to begin”

“It’s a Morbid Topic”

“It makes me feel sad”

“Its not the right time”

“Its not something we need to talk about yet”

Why don’t we plan 
our End of Life events



90% of people say that talking with their loved ones about end-of- life care 
is important   

YET

27 % have actually done so

(National Survey by the Conversation Project  2013)

60 % of people say that making sure their family is not burdened  by tough 
decisions is extremely important, 

YET

56% of people have not communicated their end- of –life wishes

( Center for Disease Control, 2005 ) 

Think about it …….



80 % of people say that if seriously ill, they would want to talk to their 
PCP about wishes for medical treatment towards the end of their 
life,

YET

7 % reported having had an end of life  discussion with their PCP

(California Health Care Foundation ,2012)

82% of people say it’s important to put their wishes in writing.

YET

23% have actually done it 

(California Health Care Foundation, 2012)

Think about it …….



 Have an opportunity to Talk and have            
someone Listen

 Have comfort: 
physical, emotional, spiritual

 Have a Feeling of Control

 Have Hope to the Last Breath ….
not fear

 Be Recognized as a Living Person …..
until the last breath 

Common Wishes, Needs, Desires 



• Priorities

• Caregivers  

• Family Issues/Dynamics 

• Decision Making

• Bucket List Things

Think About the Last Phase of 
Your Life



If I have ….I would like….

• I have 3 months to live: 
• The first 2 months I feel well and able to do the things I 

like. 

• In my last month:
• I’m beginning to feel weaker. I tire easily.

• In my last week: 
• My strength is gone.

What is a Good End of Life for You?
A Learning Exercise 



1.Which person you want to make health care 
decisions for you when you can’t make them 
yourself

2.The kind of medical treatment you want or don’t 
want

3.How comfortable you want to be

4.How you want people to treat you

5.What you want your loved ones to know

The Five Wishes



•Prepare for your conversation

•Gather your thoughts

•Communicate in a very personal  

manner

End of Life 
A Personal Experience



Review , Revise

• Every new Decade of life 

• After the Death of a loved one  

• After a Divorce 

• After any significant new Diagnosis

• After any significant Decline in functioning

• Any Developments in technology 

End of Life Planning  is 
A Dynamic Process



“What we have done for ourselves alone 
dies with us.”
“What we have done for others and the 
world remains and is immortal” 
Albert Pike 

How will I be      

remembered ?

How will I be       

celebrated ?
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